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THEME:
Music, art, stories, and language can reflect culture—in this case, the culture of a Mexican American community.

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
A little lamb becomes very clever to keep a coyote from eating her up.

This book introduces viewers to Mexican American culture which is reflected in music, art, stories and language. LeVar spends time with a family who has made guitars for three generations, visits a mural painter and her students who are working on self portraits, and joins Los Lobos as they share their music and cultural ties.

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
Discuss with the students how it is possible that a lamb, an animal that is smaller and weaker than a coyote, was able to save herself from being eaten.

Discuss the meaning of “folktale” and the use of “retold by” in reference to the author. Distinguish this as a type of literature. Have students identify other folktales they have heard. Locate Mexico on a map as the source of Borreguita and the Coyote.

As appropriate to the classroom community, discuss students’ individual cultural traditions, especially those relating to celebration of special days, family stories, foods, etc.

Discuss ways in which items from Mexican culture have become integrated into our lives—food, language, music, etc.

CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:
Obtain a copy of the book and read it to the class. It contains many words and phrases that are sound effects. Allow the students to supply the sound effects as you read the story.

Begin a glossary of Spanish words. List those from the program and those listed at the beginning of the book. Add familiar words such as color and number words, people and animal words, and common phrases. Keep the glossary in a place where it can be added to as students learn new words. Use Spanish words and phrases routinely in the classroom.

Listen to some music by Los Lobos. Have the students describe how the music makes them feel. Invite them to move creatively to the music. Revisit the program segment in which the group describes and demonstrates some of their instruments. Listen to the music again and encourage students to try to pick out the instruments they hear.

Explore the question, “In what ways can we tell stories besides reading them in books?” Identify art and music as two ways. Working with the art teacher, locate photos of paintings or murals that tell a story and discuss them with the class. With the assistance of the music teacher, locate songs which tell a story and listen to and/or sing some of them. Discuss the story elements in the songs.

Working with the art teacher, locate some examples (prints or books) of Mexican art. Compare the features of the artwork with the endpaper illustrations in Borreguita and the Coyote. Look for similarities of motifs. Discuss with students how a book illustrator often does research in such areas as landscape, clothing, architecture, people, and cultural traditions, before doing the illustrations.

Have students make stick puppets of the lamb and coyote and scenery cards for individual storytelling. To make a scenery card, they will need a piece of tagboard, approximate size 9 x 12 inches. They need to identify two scenes from the story in which most of the action takes place. In Borreguita and the Coyote, an outdoor scene showing the mountains, and a water scene of the river would be good choices. Have them draw one scene on each side of the tagboard. Punch two holes at the top and tie string or yarn cut to a length that allows the scenery card to hang comfortably around the neck of the storyteller, horizontally across the child’s chest. Students then tell the story by holding a stick puppet in each hand in front of the scenery card, flipping the card around when it is necessary to change the scene.

Obtain a copy of the book The Tale of Rabbit and Coyote by Tony Johnston (Putnam). In this book, Rabbit uses some of the same tricks (and a few more) that Borreguita uses to outwit the coyote. After hearing both stories, have the class make a chart comparing and contrasting the two stories.

Discuss the concepts of “prey” and “predator.” Have students brainstorm lists of animals that are considered predators and animals that are typically their prey.

Cinco de Mayo (May 5) is a time of fiesta in Mexico, in celebration of a famous battle fought against French invaders on that date in 1862. The Mexican Army, although the underdog, won the battle, and Mexico retained its freedom. Have students compare how the people of Mexico celebrate Cinco de Mayo with ways that people of the United States honor freedom on...
the Fourth of July. Invite them to find out what they can about the history of the day and the foods, decorations, family activities, public events, special performances, and other characteristics of the fiesta surrounding Cinco de Mayo. Use a chart to record their findings about Cinco de Mayo on one side and their experiences with the Fourth of July on the other.
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Some of the worksheets displayed are Borreguita and the Coyote activities, Sesame street borreguita, Traveling the silk road activities, Language arts literacy curriculum map for common core, Reading rainbow booklist, If you give a mouse a cookie other story books, Preschool story stretchers. Once you find your worksheet, click on pop-out icon or print icon to worksheet to print or download. Worksheet will open in a new window. You can & download or print using the browser document reader options. "Borreguita and the Coyote" is Episode 2 in Season 12. It originally aired on October 4, 1994. The episode begins with LeVar visiting a Spanish neighborhood or a barrio in East Los Angeles. They're over the world, and each one has its own personality. The people in the one LeVar is visiting are Mexican-Americans. Mexican culture is an important part of US history. He listens to some playing their guitarras or guitars. He visits a family known for making their own by hand. When he greets them, the Borreguita and the Coyote has been added to your Cart. Add a gift receipt with prices hidden. Buy used: $5.69. FREE Shipping. Get free shipping. Free 5-8 day shipping within the U.S. when you order $25.00 of eligible items sold or fulfilled by Amazon. Verified Purchase. I like the sheep that kept tricking the coyote so that it would not be eaten. I read this story to and English Spanish reader and she loved it. Read more. Helpful. Comment Report abuse. Loves iPads. 5.0 out of 5 stars Five Stars. Metacritic TV Episode Reviews, Borreguita and the Coyote, LeVar spends the day in a barrio in East Los Angeles studying Mexican culture as he visits friends who make their own guitars, eats some ... Log in to finish your rating Borreguita and the Coyote. tbd. Your Score. tbd. User Score. No score yet. Your score has been saved for Borreguita and the Coyote.
Borreguita is a little lamb who manages to trick the coyote who wants to eat her not just three but four deliciously satisfying times: she suggests that she'll grow if he waits; she describes the moon's reflection as a cheese, so that he jumps into a pond; she cajoles him into taking her place "hold[ing] up this mountain." while she goes for help; and, finally, she bravely volunteers to jump right into the coyote's mouth so that he can swallow her in one gulp with the result that poor Coyote, his teeth aching, vows to leave the wily lamb alone henceforth. A hungry coyote wants Borreguita (little lamb) for a meal. Can Borreguita outwit the coyote and escape a cruel end?

"Aradema and Mathers are felicitously paired in a tale of trickery rewarded that begs to be read aloud." — Horn Book. Grade. K-3.
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